EBSCO Databases Available through SLED

Alaska Library Network - sled.alaska.edu/databases/home

**Academic Search Premier**
This resource was designed for the premier researcher and is rich with the most valuable, comprehensive multidisciplinary content available. As a leading scholarly database, it provides access to acclaimed full-text journals, magazines, and other valuable resources.

**AGRICOLA**
Comprised of bibliographic records from the U.S. Department of Agriculture's National Agricultural Library, this database contains more than 5 million citations in subject areas including animal & veterinary sciences, entomology, plant sciences, forestry, agricultural economics, and more.

**Alt HealthWatch**
This alternative health research database focuses on the many perspectives of complementary, holistic and integrated approaches to health care and wellness with full-text articles for more than 190 international journals and reports. [Information provided in this database should not be viewed as a means for self-diagnosis or a substitute for professional medical advice, diagnosis or treatment.]

**Auto Repair Reference Center**
This database contains information on most major manufacturers of domestic and imported vehicles and provides information on more than 37,000 vehicles, including drawings and step-by-step photographs, technical service bulletins & recalls, a Labor Time Guide & Estimator, and more.

**Biography Reference Center**
Containing many of the top-ranked biographical reference collections and magazines, this database offers a comprehensive collection of full-text biographies, as well as thousands of unique narrative biographies.

**Book Collection: Non-Fiction**
The Book Collection: Nonfiction series provides a wide spectrum of full-text nonfiction content from renowned publishers.

**Business Source Premier**
The industry's most popular business research database features more than 2,200 full-text journals covering all disciplines of business, including marketing, management, MIS, accounting, banking, finance, etc. Additional full-text content includes industry reports, market research reports, country reports, company profiles, SWOT analyses, and more.

**Computer Source**
This database includes nearly 300 full-text periodicals covering topics such as computers, telecommunications, electronics and the Internet. Computer Source provides a balance of full-text technical journals and full-text consumer computer titles.

**Consumer Health Complete**
The single-most comprehensive resource for consumer-oriented health content, this database is designed to support the information needs of patients, and to foster an overall understanding of health-related topics. [Information provided in this database should not be viewed as a means for self-diagnosis or a substitute for professional medical advice, diagnosis or treatment.]

**ERIC**
This database provides information from journals included in the Current Index of Journals in Education and Resources in Education Index, and contains more than 1 million records and links to more than hundreds of thousands of full-text documents from ERIC, the Education Resource Center.

**Fuente Académica**
With a collection of scholarly journals from Latin America, Portugal and Spain, Fuente Académica is designed to make Spanish-language academic research readily available.

**GreenFILE**
This resource draws on the connections between the environment and a variety of disciplines such as agriculture, education, law, health and technology. GreenFILE includes content on the environmental effects of individuals, corporations and governments, and what can be done to minimize these effects.

**Health Source: Consumer Edition**
This rich collection of consumer health information provides access to nearly 80 full-text consumer health magazines. Topics include cancer, diabetes, drugs & alcohol, aging, fitness, nutrition & dietetics, children's health, women's health, etc. [Information provided in this database should not be viewed as a means for self-diagnosis or a substitute for professional medical advice, diagnosis or treatment.]

**Health Source: Nursing/Academic Edition**
This full-text database offers a trusted source of nursing and allied health literature. Covered topics include pediatric nursing, critical care, mental health, nursing management, medical law, and many more.

**History Reference Center**
Designed for academic historical research, this database features full text for more than 1,990 reference books, encyclopedias, and non-fiction books.

**Library, Information Science & Technology Abstracts**
LISTA indexes more than 580 core journals, over 50 priority journals, and nearly 125 selective journals, plus books, research reports and proceedings. Subject coverage includes librarianship, classification, cataloging, bibliometrics, online information retrieval, information management, and more.

**MAS Ultra: School Edition**
Designed specifically for high school libraries, MAS Ultra: School Edition contains full text for hundreds of popular high school magazines that cover a wide-range of subject areas including history, science, careers, and more.
**MasterFILE Premier**  
MasterFILE Premier provides full text for magazines, reference books, and primary source documents. This database also provides an Image Collection containing photos, maps & flags and covers virtually every subject area of general interest.

**MedicLatina**  
A unique collection of medical research and scientific journals from renowned Latin American and Spanish publishers, MedicLatina contains a complete table of contents and PDF full text for peer-reviewed medical journals in the Spanish language.

**MEDLINE**  
Created by the U.S. National Library of Medicine, MEDLINE is an authoritative bibliographic database that contains citations and abstracts for biomedical and health journals used by health care professionals, nurses, clinicians and researchers.

**Middle Search Plus**  
This database contains full text for dozens of popular middle school magazines as well as thousands of biographies and historical essays, full-text reference books, primary source documents, and relevant photos, maps and flags.

**Military & Government Collection**  
This collection offers current news pertaining to all branches of the military and government with a wide variety of periodicals, academic journals and other content pertinent to the increasing needs of these sites.

**Newspaper Source Plus**  
With more than 58 million full-text articles from more than 1,200 newspapers, this database provides a comprehensive collection of the world’s major newspaper content.

**NovelList**  
NovelList provides information on juvenile and adult fiction books and serves as a readers' advisory service with features that assist with author read-alikes, book discussion guides, reading lists, and more.

**NovelList K-8**  
NovelList K-8 contains enhanced subject access for thousands of fiction titles aimed at the K-8 population, with a colorful, graphic-rich homepage created specifically for kids.

**Points of View Reference Center**  
Containing resources that present multiple sides of an issue, this database provides rich content that can help students realize and develop persuasive arguments, better understand controversial issues, and develop analytical thinking skills.

**Primary Search**  
Containing full-text for more than 80 of the most popular elementary school magazines, Primary Search is designed specifically for elementary school libraries.

**Professional Development Collection**  
This comprehensive collection of full-text education journals contains full text for nearly 520 high-quality education journals.

**Psychology & Behavioral Sciences Collection**  
This comprehensive resource is an essential tool for psychologists, counselors, researchers and students that provides extensive full-text coverage for a broad range of subjects in the fields of psychology, behavioral sciences and related disciplines.

**Regional Business News**  
This robust database provides ultimate coverage for full-text business publications, on a regional level, for the United States and Canada.

**Religion & Philosophy Collection**  
This resource is an essential tool for researchers and students of theology and philosophical studies, providing a comprehensive full-text source of content that pertains to the topics discussed in the religion and philosophy disciplines.

**Science Reference Center**  
This scientific research database provides easy access to a wealth of full-text, science-oriented content. Designed to meet every student researcher’s needs, Science Reference Center contains full text for hundreds of science encyclopedias, reference books, periodicals, and other sources.

**Small Engine Repair Reference Center**  
Through a collection of comprehensive full-text content, this database provides detailed, yet user-friendly repair guides for all manner of small engines, with nearly 500 full-text reference books with original photos and illustrations.

**Teacher Reference Center**  
This database provides indexing and abstracts for hundreds of periodicals and covers topics including assessment, best practices, continuing education, current pedagogical research, curriculum development, literacy standards, school administration, teacher education, and more.

**TOPICsearch**  
This current events database allows researchers to explore social, political and economic issues, scientific discoveries and other popular topics discussed in today’s classrooms. Content includes full text for over 85,000 articles from diverse sources such as international and regional newspapers, periodicals, biographies, public opinion polls, and more.
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